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By Robert L. Ivie, Oscar Giner

The University of Alabama Press, United States, 2015. Hardback. Condition: New. 2nd ed..
Language: English . Brand New Book. Hunt the Devil explains the origins and processes of the
repetitive American reflex to demonize and then wage war against perceived opponents as well as
ways to break the cycle.Hunt the Devil is a timely and illuminating exploration of demonic imagery
in US war culture. In it, authors Robert L. Ivie and Oscar Giner examine the origins of the Devil figure
in the national psyche and review numerous examples from US history of the demonization of
America s perceived opponents. Their analysis demonstrates that American military deployments
are often part of a cycle of mythical projection wherein the Devil repeatedly appears anew and must
be exorcised through redemptive acts of war, even at the cost of curtail-ing democratic
values.Meticulously researched, documented, and argued, Hunt the Devil opens with
contemporary images of the US s global war on terror in the aftermath of 9/11. In five chapters
devoted to the demonization of evildoers, witches, Indians, dictators, and Reds by American
writers, in presidential rhetoric, and in popular culture, Ivie and Giner show how the use of
demonization in the war on terror...
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ReviewsReviews

A top quality ebook and the typeface used was interesting to learn. This can be for all who statte that there had not been a well worth reading through. I am
just pleased to tell you that this is basically the very best ebook i actually have go through in my individual life and can be he finest book for at any time.
-- Mr. Carol Bergnaum IV-- Mr. Carol Bergnaum IV

This publication will not be straightforward to begin on studying but quite fun to see. It really is basic but shocks in the fi y percent of the ebook. I realized
this ebook from my dad and i advised this pdf to learn.
-- Bernadine Powlowski-- Bernadine Powlowski
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